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 Chapter 2186-accepted as disciple 

Otherwise, why would the skysian society take him in when it would be great to take you Panhu in as a 

disciple? 

“Young sect master Tian, may I ask what I have to pay?” Kang Zhaoming asked carefully. 

“Sacrifice? You just need to focus on studying pill concoction, you don’t need to care about anything 

else. ” “Of course, if you have the talent, then your position in the sky elixir sect will be unimaginable. If 

you don ‘t, then I’m sorry, but you can only go back to where you came from.” 

“I’ll definitely work hard!” Kang Zhaoming’s heart tightened as he quickly replied. 

“Everyone knows how to say good things. The rest is up to you.” The heavenly silkworm transformation 

said. 

“Then … I’ll call home and tell them the good news?” Kang Zhaoming asked. 

“You don’t have to tell me first. I’ll ask elder you to inform house Kang that you’re helping house you 

with something.” “You must keep this matter a secret!” Said the heavenly silkworm transformation. Of 

course, if you have some achievements and really become an Alchemist that I’m satisfied with, I’ll let 

you return home in glory and protect your house Kang, making it a hidden Noble House that can stand 

side by side with house you! If you’re a piece of mud that can’t hold up a wall, then you don’t need to 

say anything to anyone. ” 

“Yes …” Kang Zhaoming wanted to go home and show off a little, but after hearing the heavenly 

silkworm transformation, he knew that it was a secret. If he did it well and became a refiner, he could 

return home in glory, but he couldn’t mention what he wanted to do! 

Therefore, if the matter was successful, then everything could be discussed. If the matter was not 

successful, he would have to get lost and not say much. 

“Alright, since you’ve agreed, come back with me to the sky elixir sect tonight.” The heavenly silkworm 

transformation said,”remember, when you get there, don’t talk too much. What I ask you to do is top 

secret. In the hidden you family, only old master you knows.” 

“Yes, don’t worry, young master Tian. I’ll do my best to repay young master Tian’s kindness!” Kang 

Zhaoming quickly replied. 

“Fifth uncle, take him down first!” The heavenly silkworm transformation ordered the fifth elder. 

“Yes, young master.” The fifth elder brought Zhaoming to the room to rest, leaving only old man you 

and the heavenly silkworm transformation. 

“Elder you, your hidden house didn’t seem to perform well at the Hidden House Summit!” The heavenly 

silkworm transformation said. 

“That’s right! I’ve let down young sect master Tian’s expectations!” “Who would’ve thought that a Dark 

Horse like Lin Yi would appear …” Elder you smiled bitterly. 



“Lin Yi?” The sky silkworm sect nodded noncommittally-this wasn’t the first time he’d heard this name. 

The sky elixir sect had their own information Network, and they knew quite a bit about Lin Yi-he was the 

Ice Palace’s heir, Feng Xiaoxiao’s boyfriend! 

“That Lin Yi is too strong, and the ancient level doesn’t allow people to fight on their own in the Hidden 

House Summit, so …” Old man you carefully observed the heavenly silkworm transformation’s 

expression. 

“En, although our sky elixir sect is with …” At this point, the heavenly silkworm transformation paused 

and didn’t continue.”But, in the ancient level, that’s not all there is to it. In short, before the meeting of 

the Sky Class, we should avoid as much trouble as possible. That day is getting closer and closer, and if 

we can grasp it, the strength of the ancient level will have a qualitative breakthrough …” 

“Yes …” Old master you thought to himself,”it’s a pity that I didn’t make a move at the hidden family 

Summit.” 

“From what I know, Lin Yi’s only an Earth Class-can’t you guys do anything to him?” The heavenly 

silkworm transformation cultivator asked curiously. 

“That Lin Yi may only be an Earth Class mid phase, but he has some ultimate moves and killing moves 

that can fight people above his level, and he can even fight several people above his level. We don’t 

dare to act rashly …” Old man you said. 

“Oh? What do you mean?” The heavenly silkworm transformation asked. 

“Actually, before this, our hidden house you, hidden house Yu, and hidden house Zhao teamed up to 

encircle and annihilate Lin Yi …” Old man you said bitterly. 

“I know about this. You told us about it. You failed.” Naturally, he knew about the heavenly silkworm 

transformation, but he didn’t bother asking for the details. He had a lot of things to do every day, and he 

didn’t have time to pay attention to a small figure like Lin Yi. 

“Yes, he failed, but I didn’t go into the details. Lin Yi took out three Earth Class Masters in one move, and 

one of them was even Earth Class late phase …” Old man you said,””Just one move …” 

“Oh? One move?” The heavenly silkworm transformation’s expression changed slightly. One move to kill 

three earth-rank fighters, even he couldn’t help but be moved! He was known as the sky elixir sect’s 

most talented genius in history-not only was he good at alchemy, but he was also very good at martial 

arts. But even he wouldn’t dare to say that he could kill three people of the same level in an instant 

when he was in Earth Class, let alone a slightly higher level … 

“That’s right, and this time at the Hidden House Summit, Lin Yi also did something shocking …” Old man 

you didn’t hide anything and told the details of Lin Yi’s battle with MA Dashen and wo jindao to the 

heavenly silkworm transformation. 

“This Lin Yi … He’s really something, but there’s something I don’t understand. Why didn’t he end the 

fight in one move like he did with MA Dashen?” The heavenly silkworm transformation was a smart 

person and immediately saw through the problem. 



“This … I’m not sure, but that’s the whole situation of the game. I’m just repeating the process as it is.” 

Old man you wanted the sky silkworm gang to understand Lin Yi more and find his weakness. 

“According to what you said, the situation is indeed a little strange.” “Alright.” Sky silkworm form 

nodded,”if you guys want to deal with Lin Yi, don’t do it for now. If it’s really as you said, even if you go 

personally, you might not be Lin Yi’s match.” 

“This … Of course …” Old man you smiled awkwardly. If he had the confidence, he would have 

participated in intercepting Lin Yi outside the manor! He didn’t intercept it, which was a sign of his lack 

of confidence! 

“I’ll report Lin Yi’s situation to the sky elixir sect and war god Hall’s Guardian after I get back, and ask 

him to analyze the situation. ” The heavenly silkworm transformation said. 

The sky elixir sect was one of the biggest sects in the ancient times. It was divided into the elixir 

refinement Hall and the war god Hall. The elixir refinement Hall specialized in elixir refinement, and of 

course, the elders there were also highly skilled in martial arts. The war god Hall was in charge of the sky 

elixir sect’s battle and defense, and the Guardians there specialized in martial arts, but they also knew a 

little about elixir refinement, though they weren’t the most authoritative. 

This was also one of the advantages the sky elixir sect had over the other ancient sects. They were self-

sufficient in elixir making and cultivation. (To be continued.) 

 


